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ABSTRACT  

One of the most militant of the constitutional period, poets who in their lives, with cream and head his freedom 

revolution in blood vessels of their era to current society the revolutionary poet threw with the publication of the 

newspaper "Toufan" his campaign platform to the people. According to the newspaper, in the social and political events, 

poems and poems in various formats is used; one of these templates, it is at the beginning of each number quatrain, one of 

its part of their ornament; this way, from a few to be reflect. One is that this quatrain fits the subject introduced at the other 

poems and newspaper that it was the theme of the social and political content and is quite critical, in-this article discusses 

the issue of crown based on the content used in their thematic categories and the beautiful of biology is present to them as 

well.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Miraz Mohammad Farrokhi Yazdi 1885 was born in Yazd he sat in the early adolescence taking advantage of 

your poems with the talent to compose the lyrics are fighting oppression and pay his first poem, the teen prime to dismiss 

him from the school a few year after he came to Tehran implement the constitutional and in the ranks of the fighters was 

oppression.  

"In the year 1921 to publish a newspaper Toufan pay with your spicy tune was a blizzard to the feet, and 

proponent of the feet will be shut down in eight years was repeatedly for his release, fifteen times its arrest and was pulled 

to the owner of the court" (Arianpour, 2003, 505), is the seventh volume of his house as the representative of the people of 

Yazd, at the end of this period, due to the harsh criticism of the Government and Moscow to pounding and it fled to 

Germany. 

In 1933, he returned with to contract heavily opposed to Wosooq Al-Dowlah 1919. "He repeatedly due to their 

liberty and the fight against tyranny, was imprisoned, and finally, the rulers of the sweet life in your way of your friendship 

and freedom in the homeland of King lost in the year 1939" (Kazerouni Hosseini, 1999, 5-12).  

He was a poet of the involved constitutional era, in all his life, his fight against the successive rulers had a busy 

evening and every social event he compelled by reaction (The same, 21). He was a revolutionary and political struggles of 

a special way has benefited from this sentence the newspaper of publishing innovation, which aims to combat storm 
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tyranny was created. "The owner of the newspaper, he chartered a Toufan with the logo of the revolutionary red, includes 

critical and harsh political content" (The same, 22) to support the oppressed people and the working class of the society 

publishes. Miniature of the newspaper, a troubled sea that was in the middle of it, the ship was sinking in the homeland. 

"This blood color has been chosen to head, that after some time, the word “only” rather than Toufan took it" (The same, 

44). "Toufan in the newspaper other than news and articles of the political and social, historical and literary content 

valuable time that was released in 1947 and of sonnets" (Masarat, 2005, 250). 

In the newspaper of a variety of templates poetry one of these templates quatrain. About the quatrains have said 

that among the forms of Persian poetry, more consistency and a high coordination has among its hemistich. "Akhavan 

Sales about the quatrain believes a good poem “today is like building a Masterful verse quatrain is a specific task for a total 

of poetry are coordinated to deliver the final product and that means in the end will come” hemistich" (Akhavan, 1990, 

272). This consistency and harmony in the components of the quatrain has led one of the best forms of conduct to articulate 

in a poem, maybe another interest of the quatrain, short of being the structure of this poem is beautiful, with his innovative, 

so the beginning of Toufan, all newspapers with an ornate quatrain. If the subject in the first quatrains newspaper for 

glimpse of each number is introduced Brief format and a density of its talent to quatrain possible format suitable for oozing 

political thought and contemplation about the controversial points out, fit with the theme of unity and quatrain newspaper.  

"For the words liberty, patriotism, military despotisms, and finally a maimed veteran soldier who has real 

meaning in our country as a prelude to the real you" (Tavakoli Mohammadi, 67: 1) in its response to these issues is used as 

the filling inside so freedom revolution, oppression fight with alien worship, criticism of the rulers and the force, 

Parliament's recess, reaction, tyranny and to defend the people and especially peasant farmer from painstaking important 

themes are the most import issue is this Inevitably the issue is the context, language is also changed and sue move content.  

In this query to categorize quatrain, published in the newspaper have been Toufan and categorize the subject, 

language and its modifications were also investigated.  

Within the Bounds of the Quatrain in Toufan 

His poetry reveals the political and social issues and more. His poems in the voice of a nation that has suffered 

from a lack of will, freedom and justice and poetry and said, as the best means of their choice, and the campaign with the 

goal of social and political criticisms of this valuable art can exploit; in the way to reach your goals and the realization of 

Justice and freedom in the homeland, as well as the use of the template and in the quatrain of the numerous journalists, 

Toufan, your issue is at the top of the content is placed, according to the theme of In this issue, you can make the category, 

to review the content. 

Freedom 

One of the favorite theme of freedom, he repeatedly in his poems, and especially important in quatrains to this 

font, with the language and the freedom defense 

If the pain and is renewed or extended period of old reactionary. 

Better that than of our freedom will be threatened altogether corrupt Lavasan 

"In this quatrain, is willing to protect freedom at any cost, endure the pain and sadness, isolation, or any decision 
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on a corner and working methods that prevent freedom of becoming a victim, and asked him and the attempt to find the 

freedom and importance with an emphasis on maintaining it, it can be said, in one of his writings of the same number says 

the Lord, the blessings for the public to have a cheap and tame, the most sacred duty of life is freedom and hart" (Farrokhi 

Yazdi, 1923, No: 64). "On the other, “he wrote in a release precious the human life gem:” we are in the shadow of a sense 

of fear and hope that the laws of nature and human nature from the first day of the uprising was the creation of makeup, for 

studying gem of life i.e. fighting freedom step we've established with reaction field" (The same, No: 17). 

Equality and Social Justice 

Other demands, the establishment of social justice and equality and equality among the different strata of the 

society, he believes that justice and equality along with the creation of human beings and there are no social superiority on 

others does not make right; so all members of society have the same human rights are enjoyed and to emphasize their 

demands that any talks are saying Ali Abna Abi'i Taleb (AS) said: "that the essence of the right and the right to rely upon 

the word of Islam was complete with the Holy Priesthood, there he was surrounded, in considering the difference between 

Arab and non-Arab. .." (The same, No: 22). 

The universe is the God of all-devout and Allah all one world one. 

With a spiritual view of fairness because seen nice and we all see what one is 

In the world view, if seen with the fairness and impartiality of arbitration, all human beings are created equal and 

have the goal of perfection and salvation and purpose of the Mecca is the only unit in this quatrain of religious thought and 

worship the one ooze and a kind of religious and Theological Seminary poems from above can be observed.  

The world is like one House and all, and this House, House of grief for everyone. 

This is a time of happiness and joy this world, however, is not one of for all 

The rest of the world with an emphasis on the sadness, the reminder that mirth and toast and sorrow in this world 

must also be divided against the indirect approach to criticism of rulings that can share the sadness people can know the 

community hand down; but mirth and toast, convenience, comfort and success of its indisputable right. 

Bliss world is all yours, so why does not apply to all.  

A city that is not an honor for all I and two hundred lives, woe to all 

In his belief, lack of community facilities, equality and equality is the result of injustice is expressive, with 

indirect rulers and emphasizes the equality of all people, his criticism of creamy bite blameful notice knows this tragedy 

and real people as well as to any of the criticism that their rights may have been why, not demands.  

In our coterie that dignity and not the poor and the multitude of Sultan contempt and not paucity 

Anyone who could not find a competent to represent the nation 

The coterie and the way their fighting on the basis of equality and justice founded and admitted that the world's 

rich and poor, observe are together and he should have a size of the interest of society enjoyment of, and one worthy of the 

rule of the community knows that for the well-being, comfort and well- being of all members of society. 
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The owner of the collective is a bunch of officer fortune soil deficiency on the head. 

Have on this eke and it is a boon to both brothers and are equal 

All members of society should have equal and brothers, this is the motto of his habitual and if in a group in a 

difficult and hardship to head of class conflict and suffering of the people, social inequality and lack of identical divide the 

resources of the community.  

Revolution 

"Stands for bloody methods and was forcibly dissolved the anomalies within society and only through a bloody 

revolution on giving you possible know and it is the most efficient way, to save the community from the clutches of 

tyranny of the rulers of his time already on it" (Sadrinia, 1999, 17), repeatedly in his poems on the necessity of the 

revolution and the evolution of society and stressed the necessity of the various types of this is reminiscent of the 

revolution, the rise and rise of dreams always Farrokhi. 

The day we spunky action of old and young men's movement 

In addition, it was with the House's ruins of intrigue we avenge the penis 

Spunky a revolution that young and old and not all are against society and Bush together, so the best way to fight 

the people of intrigue and oppression, revolution and its way of creating means and incentives revolution, revenge, 

revolution of ink and motivation through revenge. 

In the country and the revolution should be good and bound to dye blood. 

If you want, a successful show can grab on today tomorrow and should be 

The way to reach the victory of the revolution, and the revolution is going on, except for the resurrection, there is 

no way of working will not be a response of social problems so dialogue should be to achieve a better result of the 

uprising, the motivation of the direct expression of the movement and fiery created among the people the opportunity 

should not be lost seizing opportunity and taking advantage of the time to make people his age would be reminded and 

believes that it has the power and ability that people from the dark save the day, you have to search your own destiny and 

have people to change.  

There are whispers of the heart at the same time the revolutionary madness has account letter 

What is g guide said that the crash in the head counselor at home. 

He introduced a revolutionary fighter and the consolidation of efforts in the speech, and the revolutionary 

movement, motivation among the various strata of society and it’s time to bring it with them, the only way to find the 

correct letters as the account of the revolution, the country is broken, the best reason for the uprising. 

Criticism of the Elections and its Wrong 

One of the overuse of the theme used in the Quatrain, and explicit criticism of the election of the curtain in the 

society of his time, and it is wrong he is the origin of all of society's problems, the referendum, and the basis on you. 

Pity that the veto was a spoilt vote I deleted account and order my 
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The vote well read as Lavasan indicates adverse selection g you and me 

And: 

The Ark of the spirit rather than the vote still out and Midst have been votes 

Dave savage and wildlife and livestock and fowl is in it this box unless the forest is a superior 

And: 

It is a treasure box that the people's vote and he was dragged from the grudge 

The cruelty of this happiness and command the secret lies in her breast 

In these poems with expressive in speech and explicitly with the pounding and decisive elections have to be 

criticized and it is wrong to insist and beatitude and the people happiness depends on the choice of the community knows 

that a competent representative of the hearts of the ark of the votes do not come out with the regret and sadness, this 

election is about improper and wrong and tells people of the conscious. 

Defend the Poor Masses of the Society 

Repeatedly in his poems to the defense of the poor, and in his campaign Charter, poor, rich, wealthy, and the 

lessee, the rights are the same. 

If the problem of poverty and wealth are easy to find the human mass grief 

The dusk of hares wolf has a compact owner because the peasant representative. 

Many direct and indirect manner from a poor peasant and classified the Defense community and insist on its 

rights were emphasized, the peasantry, in terms of the ravages to the head of the rights owners and bring an aberrant 

utilized their demands of the people, the Lords; so she knows that trait on the Wolf of the peasants oppressed the 

admissibility and, by choosing the title for homeowners, the callousness and brutality, eventually the screen on you.  

Human flesh shall see that the principle of mass human to be tiller and employee  

The hetero guild adjoins to gather all remaining plants and eat free 

And: 

The coterie was the owner of a property in a seeker of Hulk it was the love of property  

Bring his name to the lessee because the pressure in the language was changed, the owner 

With the fiery, spicy and expressive of her age both owners, the criticism and by giving the owner of gimmicks 

such as hell, an incorrect functioning of the hanger, under examination, and to defend their community of subaltern.  

This is money that the owners of the titles of our hearts because they eat blood, pure 

Therefore, who's witnessed any qualm on a nation take and sweat drops and drops because the water comes 

The nation witnessed any qualm on sweat, the tyrants welfare and ruthless people mirth and toast wine society, 

people's hearts blood, with real character, courage and explicit boss foolish it time to reveal all. 
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Explicit Criticism of Brokers 

In the numerous representatives of the beati and brokers of Iran's domestic and foreign has introduced his own 

time, and the criticism.  

Those who put our heart khastand prir yesterday with ijanib * 

Doshinah is the only member Government are representative of the nation today 

At this time, foreign policy, Iran couplets under your questions and the friendship of the alien and of Government 

unicameral to criticize the west and Japan in the fight with the alien seed and propagating hatred and disgust of the aliens 

and the henchmen in the hearts of the people of the knife, and the curtains of the Republic can get secrets. 

If there Navigator we err in his perversion of ignorance all over languages. 

The Cabinet was not shaken leader never egotistic not selfish 

And: 

This new bud has been blown open and the welcome of sour grape unripe honey. 

It good to have a short gentleman servility lateness 

Been wondering why people are unworthy of the society have taken and the appointment of Government Affairs 

people based on merit and not the policy.  

Toufan that came out of seizing the vessel in Lord Spirit comes in madness comes 

Red saddle stereotypes now reveal the traitorous beware the smell of blood will come 

To explicitly betray their society from farmers on the historically, beware, and to warn of Toufan and in the article 

and the fiery speech, introduces people to infidelity. 

Criticism of Egoism and Simple Deli Rulers 

What each party heads all their worship to step over all 

People if it found to be a simple penis from between the deli are all 

People are selfish and selfish or community administrator, or simple hearts and fall and the Group no valuable 

service and a job do not.  

Recess 

Repeatedly in his poems of the period, recall interregnum, a period in which the failure of the constitutional 

movement and the fighters fall to the corner of the tent, and isolation. 

At the beginning of the end of the life of a drink love to shop preferable 

So now recess is because the bend by eating toil taciturnity preferable 

Recess period, the period of silence, blackout and is eating the heart blood because a result in this era of struggle 

is not looking, so you should too because the bend, on the lips, it was turned off.  
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Spirit will be some shit from the corner of fiery heart of the torch will be Oh 

If recess awhile takes now, you and I will be better than this 

The best way of fighting during the period of interregnum, the corner down and isolation and if this long period, 

with tact and wisdom can be found under favorable results, said he was waiting to come later. 

Opportunity to Enumerate 

During his lame foot go through the tight time go hand in hand 

Former times by means of the saddle on the Gulf war not so worn 

Armed revolutionaries to invite to a new campaign tool, and with the new processes and created a society in the 

community and a change in the components of it, the other way will not be fighting the ancient responders; opportunity to 

and without loss of time, of a new and efficient way. 

In practice the acceleration can be conquered died of Bob you should 

On the speed of action and stressed the opportunity seizing and motivate the people in between, to zeal to learn 

freedom and justice. 

Invitation to the Unity and 

It was hard at the time of determination, not broken loose whereof be right 

The Sun is shin in the shadow of success happen should can skip 

The secret to the success of each support, and the nation, so he is relying on the views of the society of biology, 

all members of society of their era of unity and empathy can read and learn the only way to achieve victory, the Alliance 

knows.  

Happy New Year (Congratulations Special) 

Today that Midst has been welcome and wealthy each front gnostic world birthday  

Congratulations on your sincere dedication to the painstaking mass Toufan 

Only the guys downtrodden your time and painstaking, greeting the new year arrives and tells of their 

condemnation of the Pharaoh trait present rulers, the people's daily newspaper said the sponsor of the storm, so all content 

is also new year's greeting, even if it your greeting message is bold in speaking this way: "the front storm staff, says m. n. 

turquoise heart with infatuate and not say congratulations to grieve those who grandeur the pillars of the universe and 

enormity shake its pharaohs rest in lounge ...We congratulate ourselves and painstaking community downtrodden world. In 

this message with your courage of others, worship evening criticized the ruling. 

The Good Features of the Governing and Representative 

The first way of work have found work in a timely manner should try.  

Because the work to the young not deposit so resourceful to be old 
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People should be chosen to manage the Affairs of the community in the last test of the plant and its flourishing 

test come out, so should social and political responsibility of resourceful people, Donna, knowledgeable and experienced 

the same issue of the newspaper, borne in that subject “is a condition for work , and said :” Let's go do the remedy People 

will have to choose which community governance of the past and its test plant of flourishing, come out; so should social 

and political responsibility to the resourceful people, Donna, knowledgeable and experienced the same issue of the 

newspaper, borne in that subject “is a condition for work”, says: “Let's go do the remedy to work, thinking the man must 

work and work fast”. "To work, thinking the man must work and work fast" (Farrokhi Yazdi, 1923, No: 46) 

In our coterie that dignity and not the poor and the multitude of Sultan contempt and not paucity 

Anyone who did not work in the hands of a competent himself to represent the nation 

People deserve the community's representation that painstaking and ambitious, and in the opinion of all segments 

of society have equal rights. 

If there Navigator we err in his perversion of all over languages ignorance. 

The Cabinet was not shaken leader never not selfish egotistic 

Selfishness, ignorance and perversion are the most important factors of the ruler, the collapse of a society, and the 

rulers of the time your age because of this disqualification, that people are ignorant and proud selfish, and the resulting 

failure of the Cabinet knows the perversion. 

Clean with a clean cut of the institutional peculator hands should be 

Alternatively, is it that no man should be bankruptcy or the economic poverty should? 

For the final solution of economic problems, the proposal, which must be entered through the purity and integrity 

of the State and the doers will believe he is clean, people are people and institutions of society merit their rulers and that it 

also has clean and people from any contamination, the rulers and the people to learn economic movement. 

Squib Truth 

The poor world is the cache right away and gives a strong right to information. 

The right to speak in vain and thus invalidated the force what your right by force. 

The expressive with sardonic and cunningly intimated, in the world that can put the blame right and the truth is, 

deposit doers believes that to achieve your right, you have to resort to force and oppression, the way that administrators of 

the society he was governing. 

Respect for the Law and Adherence  

Underdog is the draw method to set a policy of oppression of the m. craft. 

Each head was bent in that respect for the law of the Lord is the font of the coterie 

Respect for the law is obligatory for everyone, those who respect the law, be that from each category, the right 

people are worthy of respect and thoughtfulness, breaking the law is inexcusable and writers Jeremy adheres to certain 

principles of the law itself.  
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The consolidation of this principle based on the assumption, founder of Menem and destitute assumption 

On the assumption of a lawyer also was a respected community craft Assembly error assumption 

Respect to the House as one of the pillars of legislation within the community, on all the essential and obligatory 

knows, even if they are not breaking the law, representatives of competent people, Jeremy is that it cannot ignore, however, 

the speech will ultimately prejudice and respect toward the law and the law of the obvious favorites. 

User Agreement and His Coterie 

In its response, the principles that defines that one foot is heavily and his band of fellow respect these principles 

also to learn commands, these statements are in fact fighting the way the letter is read in this poetry. 

Stay Away from Slander 

Because we are not venal our cream not because of bribe for finagle 

We craft our divulgence rep did not slander and vilification upon simple 

His fighting style of the compact, and they spoke in opposition, and his manner of conduct of any slander, do 

swear, get loose and scare, he knows his methods, and properly verify their efficiency and, indirectly criticizing the 

performance of the Government and rulers are wrong then the behavior. 

Do Not Give Up in the Face of Oppression 

I am happy broken hearted who did not surrender and was surrender in hope not afraid to 

A light of hope dinner not be a morning joyless owe darkness and was not afraid to 

campaign courageous and invincible and his coterie, fear not, somewhere with the courage and audacity of the defense of 

Justice and freedom and its enemies rather than the phobia to the heart of the way rather than friends of hope lodge can be 

resistant, but the manner and insistence on her. 

Equality of All Members of Society in A Wide View 

In social attitudes and in the opposition, all members of society are entitled to the same rights he is based on these 

principles, to continue the fight. 

In our coterie that dignity and not the poor and the multitude of Sultan contempt and not paucity 

Anyone who could not find a competent to represent the nation 

Having dignity and poverty and, in the reign of contempt, the way the letter is not the place, fighting and calls for 

brotherhood and equality in society. 

We are not to rely on the coterie of fuglemen renunciation not caused by self 

Because of our longstanding creed iconoclasm is just not shave fetish 

The lack of trust in people, community administrators and for the wrong reason to be on their way, not to rely on 

no one and his iconoclasm is long-standing beliefs and come up to bat for the oppression of their time overthrow society. 
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Gratitude and Appreciation of the Decent Work 

In his view the community believes that a decent performance that is based on justice and equality in the 

community, praise and laudable. 

We will establish your optimal work it good and ugly on the popular 

We do not like our enemy if we deny the good practice. 

The work of public interest on the basis of the good society, even if it is on behalf of an enemy is also acceptable 

and applauded. This type of attitude to the problems of society and the State administration, showing the flexibility of 

Farrokhi, hardiness and submission at the same position, against deeds worthy of Nick and service to the public, head 

coaches are landing. 

Loyalty, Devotion and the Struggle with the Compact and the Oppressed 

Toufan! That will not compact pro ken peaceful and the misbehavior will be 

If the war for their dignity to be loyal towards belief 

The Center and the center of endless struggles and social conduct and devisal in this Causing storm magazine, to 

watch and talk about intimacy and purity, said that on the way, "and the destruction of the oppression and social inequality 

will remain loyal, loyalty to the revolutionary devisal, this implicitly and explicitly poetry expressed and inventing more 

ways. 

Sympathy and Companionship with the Suffering and Grief of People 

Suffering, pain and suffering and a lack of social freedom, equality and justice, of the pain and suffering of people 

grieve and oppressed, and trying to shout through Toufan, people. 

Toufan! Listen to the melody Tabriz, reed like and rain seen blood for Tabriz 

With the front grip and stature like straw too, now moaning for Nineveh Tabriz 

Sympathy with the people from the principles of conduct and Toufan knows poetry indirectly with people of 

Tabriz and the sympathy of the suffering and oppression, it entered a shout back. Moaning sadness because it took to be 

derived from the Nineveh community to hear the people of Tabriz. 

A Significant Emphasis on Silence and Blackout “Stamped on the Lips” 

Although Sheikh was a hypocritical toast beaker town drunk and the cursor was dazedly sheriff 

One of his contributions was an open, I said if my stamp on the lips off. 

Poet with a rich expressive idiom and the leaders of the community, widening his age about being put on the lip 

seal, sardonic and the phrase refers to being sewn mouth Farrokhi and blackout craft and poet although his corruption and 

special clamping with Randy dominating society on Mullah; but also to get his mouth sewn. 

The Beauty of A Poem In Response 

"Because of the socio-political and hitch fighting masterstroke fighting, do not have the opportunity to engage in a 
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poetic, but because of the breaks on Persian poetry, to reflected the expressive ornament Gorge, and rhetorical, the poems 

and the most important literary poetry, metaphor, Pun decoration wordage , amphibology, allusion and coloring as well" 

(Masarat, Hossin, 2005, 3) 

Although all of the Quatrain, published in the newspaper, the mainstay and political themes used in all the social 

and political, but in the expression of these principles, the beautiful images of the poem is also not unaware and pasted, 

from the beauty of a poem on the amount of interest and your words thereby impacting on the audience. 

Toufan! Listen to the melody Tabriz, reed like and rain seen blood for Tabriz 

With the front grip and stature like straw too, now moaning for Nineveh Tabriz 

Repeat the word “fife” and “Tabriz” and "n" in the votes of the phonological vowels, in addition it has music and 

lyrics by the audience put the storm, the amiability has created a bit of real storms can be reminiscent of the storm and the 

newspaper recalls, and the part time with animation imagination quatrain is added. 

At the beginning of the end of the life of a drink love to shop preferable 

So now recess is because the bend by eating toil taciturnity preferable 

Repeat to create a fit between word wine, , jar, and Tavernier all the beauty it has, in addition to the image poetry 

beautiful toil because the heart of bend and the other off of Randy that is visible in this quatrain and interpretation of blood 

in the heart of sardonic also eat with you, to the special beauty. 

Spirit will be some shit from the corner of the fiery heart of the torch will be Oh 

If you had recess awhile takes and I will be better than this 

Midst will be fiery torch it will take political content tab, it's a bit along with the hope that the last wave in the 

verse and the corners of life and being midst, impact of quatrain has doubled. 

Although Sheikh Hypocrisy was a hypocritical toast bowl town drunk and the cursor was dazedly sheriff 

One of his contributions was an open, I said if my stamp on the lips off. 

Application of the combination of “Sheikh hypocrisy” in the widening of to the rulers of the time, parallel to the 

time off and repeat the phrase, and silent sardonic and is a pun on the lip seal surely and information, on the impact of the 

word poet and political content of the quatrain has a more bold, keeping Sheikh of elegance with the other is sheriff that 

help in your mission of the poet. 

It is the people's vote is a treasure box that was dragged out of his animosity 

The cruelty of this happiness and command the secret lies in her breast 

Secret treasures and metonymy interpretation lies the secret of the box and it was the cause of the unkind know, 

the emotional burden in the poem. 

The secret of the treasure being construed wisecrack and the secret lies in the box and it was the cause know, the 

emotional burden in the poem.  
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It was hard at the time of the determination should not be loose, broken be right 

The Sun is lustrous in the shadow of success should take place. 

Application of loose words “opposites”, “hard”, “right” and “broken”, contrasting beautifully in this bit has 

created, in the second bit, the success of the Sun in the shade like that only lustrous of empathy and to accompany you and 

glow the community and keeping the words “Sun” and “the shadow of your beauty” of his poetry that is reflecting.  

During his lame foot go through the tight time go hand in hand 

With an effective means of making the previous times the Gulf war on the saddle so go 

His lame foot sardonic words alongside your hands off that sardonic is meaningless, has created confusion and 

confrontation of beauty "before" and "after" as well as next to the layout and repetition of the phoneme, the times has 

increased poetry music. 

It's a testament that closed between me and a friend, of demonology and intrigue were broken friend 

Knew of the final in the first work was on the fingers and proverbial of the enemy 

The word conflict closed and broken, like the first and last enemy, and off and demonology, the word with the 

phrase "the finger and thumb sardonic repeats the words of the poet, like on the impact. 

This is money that the owners of the titles of our hearts because they eat blood, pure 

So who's witnessed any qualm on a nation take sweat and eat because the water drop 

The beautiful image of the blood of the heart such as pure and the net, widening the word more sweat has trickle 

eating blue, such as Guevara witnessed any qualm, finally to express beauty while you explicitly.  

Speaking of wires anywhere and it was pure and digger gold lord who rose in a dream. 

I wish that fires Island wind in the sink from its water crime skip goes 

The poet uses the word dirt, water, wind and fire, beauty with words and with the interpretation of racists" gold 

Lords sardonic, epic tone, and steep." Interpretation of the island of fire that means negative skip to work, as well as other 

artist and poet. 

The universe is the God of all devout and Allah all one world one. 

With a spiritual view of fairness because seen nice and we all see what is one  

The special grace and allusion, array has created and has obvious religious thoughts and revelations of the Quran 

explicitly, as it is in heaven and Earth, they praise the Lord: "To the purity oath of God in the heavens and in the Earth" 

(Jomah / 1). To apply the word idolatry and the God and kowtow and masque next to each other, in addition to the 

elegance of the beauty in poetry creation, religious mentality he also has introduced. 

Humor in the Speech 

"Allusive is a way of expressing the serious tone issues plan in the plan is in effect that the constitutional period of 

satirical expression in political and social issues is widely used and is trimmed in poetry and humor, but humor Farrokhi, 
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all political and social issues to be" (Moshtagh Mehr, 1999, 47). 

The Fund closed in its mouth open because he was among the riot and open it 

Just say our difference to the fortunes of rare avid, meets all these open 

Within the bounds of the satirical image and political fortunes in next to a poem by the rare avid open Word, the 

word has been wonderfully, his speech for more impact, sometimes humorous language opens with words that are full of 

bitter irony, social turmoil and criticized the parliamentary elections can take place, been criticized. 

Although Sheikh was a hypocritical toast bowl town drunk and the cursor was dazedly sheriff 

One of his contributions was an open, I said if my stamp on the lips off. 

Nipping with spicy and expressive, but rich in humor, ruling the city introduced would be hypocritical and sheikh, 

that his city was also intoxicating and sheriff stupor and unaware of the pain and suffering of the people. 

In its response that it was full of inner political and social phenomena, from the beauty of the poem also benefited 

as their contact with the cell and the word thought he led.  

The Tone and Language of Toufan 

The tone of the song stating the author or poet or poet is the author's choice of words and that, as much as the 

visual aspect of the argument and represent, may be a moment of a special mood, in fact, is to look at the tone that the 

author, or the poet to the audience.  

In explaining the thought may not be an element of poetry, his tone and space, simply in terms of space and color 

poem, if there is a special entry which at the beginning of the poem, more than all the grief, to attract attention of the 

audience, and there is a great fear, such as poverty, darkness, sadness, tears, moans the doubled, its lyrics about space day 

doctor era tells such black: “during the pleasure of her, and the satisfaction of the Iranian people as a whole, in the press 

and the so-called time, all have a duty to express their feelings towards the chief honorable, even love of the beloved and 

popular franchise does not herd .... "So sad times in space lyrics, represent the special struggle of his time with the despots 

of the stroke of insight and his full fitness space and atmosphere of the poetry he has social and political values and credit 

is that it shouldn't be ignored" (Safari, 1999, 58-59).  

Toufan! Listen to the melody Tabriz, Reed like and rain seen blood for Tabriz 

With the front grip and stature like straw too, now moaning for Nineveh Tabriz 

The word “straw”, “whining”, “blood”, “Nov”, “Nineveh”, air and full of grief in the poem is created alongside 

the sadness out lives, “words” and “Toufan front,” added the poet tone and expression on pride and the spirit of the 

resistance and stand up in the audience boost. 

Spirit will be some shit from the corner of the fiery heart of the torch will be Oh 

If you had recess awhile takes and I will be better than this 

Even though the unfortunate sadness hang, but poetry poet hopes to make a better future to her and gets an 

audience reminiscent of the despair and hopelessness on beware. 
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This Bud is blown to new out this is raw of sour grape luscious 

I am happy that Conscience did not repair broken in advance did not succumb to fear and hope 

In these two bits although sardonic is definitely tone, but the saga of his word and strength in expressing it, is 

laudable. In these two bits of words “Valet”, “Sir” and “raw,” the poet tone of sour grape is cold and critical. 

I am geld failed to repair damaged hearts in advance did not succumb fear and hope to  

A light of hope dinner not be a morning joyless owe darkness and was not afraid to 

Tune in this epic two bits, and completely revolutionary and submits its statement that characterizes the joyfulness 

and satisfaction, hope, “words”, “fear”, “a broken heart”, failed to lodge next to the verb, it has tone to the lyrics.  

Today that Dell has been welcome and wealthy each front gnostic world birthday  

Congratulations on your sincere dedication to the painstaking mass Toufan 

The poet with the appropriateness of community space and Nowrooz and arrives with his contact in the center of 

the placement of public people are completely soft and rich tone of gentleness and tend, and the words “birthday”, 

“Congratulations”, “good times” in the hearts of the emotional language, and her gentle and soft tone. 

Repeatedly stated in its political and social issue, change the tone suggests various means of expression, and, 

sometimes, to fit the space and its audience, the tone is completely fine, sturdy and selects the epic and sometimes tune him 

with a special softness and lenity together, sometimes silence and blackout in tone he can cry and sometimes rich tone of 

pity and sympathy to be more casual in its talks on poetry, she is wicked and ruthless rulers, rich tone epic and the 

authority, and when the people with the heart of pain, sometimes in the quietness of the epic opens and sometimes such as 

Sara, with his ranting, and movement of the people of the epoch of the revolution are invited.  

Overuse Words in Toufan Response 

"In the age of literary language due to his familiarity with new achievements and to change the attitude of poets to 

the world and to put social-political goals in the service of literature into a new stage, where type words, compounds and 

even spent the kind of sentence syntax and the reflection of the social and cultural developments of the system provider is 

requiring of community space” that poets, to express social-political themes, appropriate language with this selection of 

themes" (Abbasi, 2010, 120). 

"Such as your age, poets are taking advantage of the appropriate language and elements of tone, explaining the 

critical insight and vocabulary and their language a poem, to follow the content entered in the Quatrain is selected, the 

language of the poem he is ignorant and more deliberate, and literary words and take to work, Arkeeh" (ShafikadkaniI, 

1980, 57) and check with the widely used words in the lyrics and in particular issue can be to taste and taste and 

characteristics of his mental and emotional a lot about. 

Member of Parliament, lawyer, representative of the word cabinet, votes, election, law and respect for the law, the 

most widely used by words that fit the theme and subject with full lyrics and use of these compounds, and the reforms 

made by words, and in the context of your expression, it has been devisal that the new candidate compounds, closed 

mouth, box, fate, I box, crafts, titles, owners error lawyer Sheikh Hypocrisy, aristocratic House, language, drunken peer 
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changed their phrase, that are applied to the Quatrains And by means of them, explaining their devisal is, this special issue 

is the language combinations has Farrokhi 

Keywords : poverty, revolution, freedom, honor, dignity, contempt, the coterie, the bliss, the world, darkness, 

light, hope, fear, loyalty, recess, Toufan, other words are widely used on this issue is that in combination the whisper of the 

economic revolution, poverty, sweat, Spunky action nation witnessed any qualm, Pierre, the shadow of the other supposed, 

cache, the conquest of the spirit mass mode, poverty problem, light of hope , seal on the lips, to work and articulate 

strategies have been effective and the poet Warrior, with The words in his response, on the political times and the word 

itself has been quite critical. 

Sometimes the folk that compounds the simplicity of the language of a poem he signifies connections such as the 

soil and the being, the head of the penis having breakdowns, being, blood on the neck of someone being, push, forest view 

the finger the reforms including the popular poet and language is simple.  

In attempting to enter the social political vocabulary and compounds, new language to forgive the realities of his 

society to your age with simple language, but different for people express. 

Fit the Content of the Issue with the Subject of Toufan 

Each of the number of storms, with a certain subject has been released and is also due to the selected topic, a 

quatrain that has unity of subject and theme, with the subject of the newspaper, the number of imports in numerous 

newspapers Toufan, for instance, the issue is one of number of storms is a reflection of our voice, fits the theme of poetry: 

Toufan! Listen to the melody Tabriz, reed like and rain seen blood for Tabriz 

With the front grip and stature like straw too, now moaning for Nineveh Tabriz 

The selected words and compiled in the unity theme complete with a subject of the newspaper. The poet of your 

newspaper and expects to hear the pain and sadness of his society to hear the people in the world, this moaning, whining 

and waking awareness. 

Subject 

 “Life or death or newspaper” 

In the country of the revolution must and can have good bleeding and 

If you want a successful show can grab on today tomorrow and should be 

This poem is also introducing the subject of newspaper poetry and lyrics screams or death or freedom of language 

and poetry can also promote these ideas.  

Subject 

“Toufan Iconoclast” 

We are not to rely on the coterie of fugleman caused by verge not be 

Because of our longstanding creed iconoclasm it fresh that we shave fetish 
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Toufan, introduced the iconoclasm of the tyranny and oppression of the root will be and destroy it, the poet 

immediately with this quatrain, Jews sought to properly speak of their practices, and promote iconoclasm. 

He went on in the part of the article published in the same issue, said: the idol of chop to the Mecca is the real 

aspirations of the nation when in need and praise, sometimes, of the privacy sickly. "This wave of popularity that artificial 

pharaoh with the turgidity on have been laid to destroy the Mecca, it is hopefully with heartening and reform" (Farrokhi, 

Yazdi, 1923, 57) 

Subject 

“economic movement”  

A group of wealth is bunch of officer, the owner of the soil over poverty. 

It should be added that it is a cassette to be against both and brothers 

It is also an economic upsurge in the promotion of poet and poetry of economic inequality in this issue does come 

with blinds are paid, and the way to reach a healthy economy and society against the fair distribution of the wealth in the 

community knows, with the choice of the subject of “economic movement, the overall number has express garlic and are 

associated with it, your wishes and outlines.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The most courageous fighter, poets of Farrokhi in the contemporary period, which is the word of his fiery, their 

tyrannical rulers of the age to fight her and recruited over the coterie, and faithful Spirit gave. One of the means in dealing 

with the Government and people of his time out of Toufan, the newspaper and the newspaper in this quatrain, Jews sought 

to issue to this newspaper, are rated critical social and political issues are fully fit and perfect harmony with the subject of 

the newspaper have been demonstrating. 

Brief format and a density of articulate tools, quatrain possible and is fighting over in the poems of freedom 

within the bounds of friendship, loyalty, honesty, homeland, people, friendship, and is spoken anti cruelty in the expression 

of the content of the poems, the poet of the beauty of a poem and literary images as well as their impact on the use of the 

word. 

Tune in the critical response is variable, Jews sought, he sometimes has quite epic tone and gentle pity and 

fighting and violent and the words used in these poems, selected according to the lexical space of the mind and the epic 

poet, literary and political, emotional and sometimes fighting. 

"General short format Farrokhi quatrain serves to express her political thought and put a special language is also 

of use to express political themes as well and has resulted in critical" (The same). 
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